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bunq B.V.

bunq B.V. has its headquarters at Naritaweg 131-133, 1043 BS Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
bunq B.V. is a Dutch bank with a banking license from De Nederlandsche Bank (‘Dutch
Central Bank’ ‘DNB’), falling directly under their supervision. We pursue an international
growth strategy and have formally expanded to all EEA countries (excluding Liechtenstein).
More information about the banking license of bunq B.V. can be found at the ‘bank register’
provided by DNB. This register can be found online at https://www.dnb.nl/en/public-register/.

The Netherlands is a member country of the Financial Action Task Force (‘FATF’), and has
enacted anti-money laundering legislation that incorporates the recommendations of the
FATF and requirements of the European Union Directives concerning the fight against
money laundering and terrorism financing.

We aim to comply with all applicable laws, regulations and standards in each of the countries
in which we serve our users. We actively participate in national and international efforts to
fight money laundering and terrorism financing.

Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorist Financing policy

To ensure compliance with anti-money laundering (AML) and counter-terrorist financing
(CTF) laws and regulations, bunq B.V. has developed and implemented extensive measures
such as policies, procedures, internal controls and systems. These measure include, but are
not limited to:

● The identification and assessment of potential AML risks relevant to bunq’s activities;

● Preventing and limiting provision of services to clients outside bunq’s license territory;

● Performing ongoing and risk-based ‘Customer Due Diligence’ activities, including
customer identification and verification, research into the line of business or industry
of the customer, corporate structures, beneficial owners and ongoing research of the
origin and use of funds;

● The identification and risk assessment of Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs), including
risk based measures to mitigate possible risks;

● Enhanced due diligence for increased risk clients;

● Internal procedures for documenting, monitoring and reporting unusual activities;

● The retention of relevant records; at least 5 years following the end of the relationship;

● The performance of regular compliance checks regarding compliance with AML/CFT
regulations;

● Continuous training and awareness;

● The management of regulatory inquiries and incidents;

● The appointment of compliance personnel responsible for coordinating day-to-day
compliance.
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These measures are reviewed and updated continuously, to ensure up to date compliance
with relevant laws and regulations.

Sanction Screening policies

bunq B.V. has implemented automated systems, measures and policies to comply with
global sanction lists, such as UN and EU Sanction lists. These systems create alerts which are
analyzed within a reasonable period of time. Alerts are reported to the DNB where legally
required.

Transaction Monitoring policies

bunq B.V. has implemented automated transaction monitoring systems to detect unusual
transactions. These transactions, based on subjective parameters, might contain indications
of Money Laundering or Terrorist Financing. If one or more of the subjective parameters
apply, the transaction potentially qualifies as unusual. These indicators are reviewed and
updated continuously, to ensure up to date compliance with AML/CFT regulations.

The developed monitoring systems create alerts which are analyzed within a reasonable
period of time. Unusual transactions are continuously reported to the Dutch Financial
Intelligence Unit (FIU) and local FIUs in jurisdiction where bunq operates (as relevant) in line
with the legal requirements. Next to this, bunq is actively cooperating with information
requests of the FIU and other public authorities based on AML/CFT laws and regulations.
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